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dendy of the economic framework within which it was
contained. It did not see that there was a dynamic in
capitalism which compelled it to adjust the political
philosophy of business men to its necessities. Capitalism
lived by profit. It organized the functioning and habits
of society by its ability to make profit. It used the State-
power to build the conditions in which the making of
profit was possible as a continuing adventure. The level
of wages, the hours of labour, the standard of the social
services, had all to be adjusted to the fundamental require-
ment of capitalism that profit should be made. It was
the natural and logical habit of a capitalist society to use
the State-power to remove from the path of the capitalist
the obstacles that stood in the way of making profit. That
was the purpose of the State, and the capitalist thought
of good and bad, wise and unwise, policies in terms of
their relationships to that central purpose of the State.
To free private enterprise from obstacles which endan-
gered the right to profit is the inherent logic of capitalist
society; and that same logic compels it to regard the
State-power as an instrument to that end.
All this has been largely concealed from the Labour
Party because it has accepted traditional economics and
the traditional theory of the State. Above all, it regarded
the latter as a neutral factor in society available to those
who won a majority in Parliament. It had seen the State
as neutral, as equally responsive, to Conservative and
Liberal Governments; it saw no reason to suppose that,
as a Government also, it would not have the same expe-
rience. What it wholly failed to understand is that the
neutrality of the State between Liberals and Conser-
vatives was due to the fact that both had the same fun-
damental ends in view. Both believed in the validity of
a capitalist society. Both proposed so to work the par-
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